MAP D-PHASE

Real-Time Demonstration of Weather Forecast Quality in the Alpine Region by Rotach, Mathias W. et al.
A six-month project successfully tested real-time, end-to-end mul-
timodel hydrometeorological forecasts for heavy precipitation and 
related f looding events in many dif ferent catchments in the Alps.
A s the first research and development project (RDP) of  the World Weather Research Programme (WWRP), the  Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP) made important 
contributions to our knowledge on atmospheric processes de-
termined by and influencing weather in mountainous terrain 
between 1994 and 2005 (Bougeault et al. 2001). A wealth of sci-
entific results (Volkert and Gutermann 2007) was produced in 
research areas ranging from atmospheric dynamics to mountain 
hydrology. On the basis of these very positive results, the WWRP 
Scientific Steering Committee asked the MAP community to 
consider a forecast demonstration project (FDP). Generally, a 
FDP aims at demonstrating the advances a research and develop-
ment activity (or any other trigger) has brought to operational 
atmospheric forecasting. Thus, a FDP 
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Flooding in the small town of Laufen, Switzerland on 23 August 2007. Photograph courtesy of the State Police corps.
•	 deals	with	the	forecast	of	weather	with	interna-
tional	relevance	(high-impact	weather);
•	 demonstrates	 a	 clear	 advance	 in	 forecasting	
capability;
•	 provides	clear	evaluation	protocols;	and
•	 is	characterized	by	an	expectation	of	success.
The	first	FDP	was	realized	on	the	occasion	of	the	
Sydney	Olympic	Games	in	2000	(Keenan	et	al.	2003).	
The	MAP	Steering	Committee	mandated	a	working	
group	to	investigate	the	prospects	for	a	MAP	FDP	
and	supported	the	group’s	proposal	to	focus	on	the	
precipitation-related	aspects	(so-called	wet	MAP).	
The	project	acronym	D-PHASE	carries	the	double	
meaning	of	Demonstration	of	Probabilistic	Hydro-
logical	and	Atmospheric	Simulation	of	Flood	Events	
in	the	alpine	region	as	well	as	the	fourth	phase	of	
MAP.	The	Scientific	Steering	Committee	of	WWRP	
endorsed	D-PHASE	as	an	FDP	in	 its	meeting	 in	
October	2005.
The	present	paper	gives	an	overview	of	the	goals	of	
D-PHASE	and	presents	the	project’s	central	facility,	
the	“visualization	platform.”	Examples	of	applications	
are	given	as	well	as	a	summary	of	user	feedback	and	
an	overall	summary	and	outlook.
OVERVIEW ON MAP D-PHASE. Improve-
ment	of	high-resolution	numerical	modeling	was	
one	of	MAP’s	most	successful	achievements.	For	
the	first	time	in	a	project	of	comparable	size,	a	high-
resolution	(3-km	grid	size)	mesoscale	model	was	used	
in	the	mission	planning	process	during	the	intensive	
observation	period	(IOP;	Benoit	et	al.	2002,	2003),	
and	high-resolution	numerical	modeling	was	suc-
cessfully	used	for	different	case	studies	in	relation	
to	orographic	precipitation	(Richard	et	al.	2007)	
or	other	processes	(e.g.,	Weigel	et	al.	2006;	Rotach	
and	Zardi	2007).	MAP’s	hydrological	community	
pioneered	the	operational	coupling	of	deterministic	
atmospheric	and	hydrological	models	(Ranzi	et	al.	
2003)	and	investigated	the	performance	of	coupled	
systems	(Bacchi	and	Ranzi	2003).
Radar	observation	of	precipitation	in	complex	ter-
rain	is	extremely	challenging	(requiring	correction	
of	clutter	and	shading	due	to	topography).	MAP	has	
triggered	a	substantial	improvement	in	the	perfor-
mance	of	operational	radar	products	(Germann	et	al.	
2006).	Finally,	MAP	has	also	substantially	advanced	
our	understanding	of	the	processes	related	to	oro-
graphic	precipitation	(Rotunno	and	Houze	2007).
At	the	outset	of	MAP	(Binder	and	Schär	1996),	
probabilistic	modeling	of	atmospheric	processes	had	
neither	explicitly	been	identified	as	a	research	topic,	
nor	had	follow-on	hydrological	ensemble	modeling.	
Still,	MAP	has	triggered	a	number	of	studies	inves-
tigating	the	predictability	of	orographically	influ-
enced	precipitation	(Walser	and	Schär	2004;	Walser	
et	al.	2004a;	Hohenegger	et	al.	2006;	Hohenegger	
and	Schär	2007).	Also,	 in	the	aftermath	of	MAP,	
a	high-resolution	ensemble	prediction	system	[the	
Limited	Area	Ensemble	Prediction	System,	based	on	
the	Consortium	for	Small	Scale	Modeling	(COSMO)	
model]	has	been	developed	(Molteni	et	al.	2001;	
Marsigli	et	al.	2001;	Walser	et	al.	2004b)	and	used	
for	first	steps	into	hydrological	ensemble	prediction	
(Siccardi	et	al.	2005;	Verbunt	et	al.	2007).
On	the	basis	of	these	findings,	and	bearing	in	
mind	that	orographic	precipitation	has	often	 led	
to	disastrous	f looding	events	widespread	over	the	
Alps,	it	was	decided	to	devote	the	MAP	FDP	to	the	
demonstration	of	forecast	capability	with	respect	to	
heavy	precipitation	events	in	the	Alps.	The	emphasis	
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was	put	on	high-resolution	
operational	modeling,	be	
it	probabilistic	or	deter-
ministic.
D-PHASE	was	 set	up	
as	 an	 end-to-end	 f lood	
warning	 system	 as	 it	 is	
sketched	in	Fig.	1.	“End	to	
end”	in	this	context	means	
that	the	entire	chain	from	
the	atmospheric	 forecast	
models	 to	 the	 decision	
maker	as	 the	end	user	 is	
part	of	 the	system.	Some	
5	days	before	 a	possible	
event,	atmospheric	ensem-
ble	prediction	systems	may	
issue	a	“prealert”—that	is,	
indicating	that	a	threshold	
might	 be	 exceeded	 in	 a	
certain	region	in	the	Alps.	
At	 this	 stage,	 thresholds	
are	primarily	 applied	 to	
precipitation,	although	the	
first	hydrological	models	
start	 to	determine	 fore-
casts	for	runoff	at	various	
stations.	As	 time	comes	
closer	to	the	possible	event,	
high-resolution	deterministic	atmospheric	models	
with	a	lead	time	of	18–36	h	start,	and	so	do	the	cor-
responding	hydrological	models.	At	all	levels	of	the	
visualization platform	(VP;	see	the	next	section)	col-
ored	warnings	are	displayed,	from	which	users	may	
see	immediately	whether	their	region	is	in	danger.	At	
the	time	of	the	forecasted	event,	users	also	have	access	
to	nowcasting	facilities	to	judge	the	“present”	situa-
tion	and	to	come	to	the	most	beneficial	decision.
Participating	atmospheric	models	(Table	1)	include	
many	of	the	high-resolution	(i.e.,	a	few	kilometers	
grid	size)	deterministic	operational	models	that	are	
presently	being	developed	in	Europe	as	well	as	their	
lower-resolution	driving	models.	In	addition,	a	collec-
tion	of	ensemble	prediction	systems	at	intermediate	
resolution	is	on	the	list;	for	example,	a	poor	man’s	
ensemble	prediction	system	(EPS;	Micro-PEPS),	like	
that	of	the	short-range	numerical	weather	prediction	
project	(SRNWP;	Denhard	and	Trepte	2006)	that	
has	been	constructed	from	the	participating	high-
resolution	models	especially	for	D-PHASE	(refer	to	
http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/2009BAMS2776.2).
The	collection	of	hydrological	models	(Table	2)	
includes	both	deterministic	and	ensemble	prediction	
systems	(Zappa	et	al.	2008).	The	latter	systems	con-
stitute	advancement	in	the	conceptual treatment of	
hydrological	forecasts,	and	the	D-PHASE	operations	
period	was	an	excellent	opportunity	to	demonstrate	
whether	they	also	constitute	advancement	 in	the	
quality of	hydrological	forecasts.
All	nowcasting	products	on	the	VP	are	summa-
rized	in	Table	3.	Some	of	the	products	are	offered	on	
the	entire	“D-PHASE	domain”	(Fig.	2).	Additionally,	
some	operational	institutions	in	the	Alpine	region	
(MeteoSwiss,	Météo-France,	and	the	regional	meteo-
rological	service	of	Emilia-Romagna,	Italy)	offered	
their	radar	and	nowcasting	tools	specifically	designed	
for	certain	regions	and	applications.
An	important	group	of	project	participants	are	the	
end	users;	that	is,	those	people	who	use	information	
on	the	VP	for	their	decisions	or	for	further	elabora-
tion	of	data.	Different	from	MAP	when	“target	areas”	
had	been	specified	beforehand	according	to	scientific	
criteria	(Bougeault	et	al.	2001),	the	presence	of	an	
interested	end	user	and	his/her	liaison	with	a	hydro-
logical	modeler	defined	a	“participating	catchment”	
for	D-PHASE.	In	this	spirit	hydrological	forecasts	
were	produced	for	a	total	of	43	catchments.	End	users	
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the various components of the D-PHASE 
end-to-end flood forecasting system. (top)–(bottom) Note the time running. 
The green, blue, purple, and white boxes denote tools that are employed 
within the indicated periods of time. The open diamond at the end of each 
period symbolizes the question that can be answered (such as “is there a 
possible event ahead?”). If no, then the alert cycle comes to an end; if yes, 
then the information is passed to the forecasters (green boxes) and/or the 
end users (black rectangle).
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as	the	“customers”	of	the	D-PHASE	information	were	
granted	free	access	to	all	products	on	the	VP	for	the	
“price	of	feedback.”	One	of	the	goals	of	the	project	was	
to	systematically	evaluate	the	user	feedback	as	a	sub-
jective	measure	of	performance,	contrast	this	to	the	
objective	measures	(model	skill	scores,	among	others),	
and	make	the	results	available	to	the	community.	
Preliminary	results	are	presented	later.
D-PHASE	profited	from	a	successful	collaboration	
with	the	WWRP	RDP	Convective	and	Orographically-
induced	Precipitation	Study	(COPS;	Wulfmeyer	et	al.	
2008,	unpublished	manuscript).	Having	similar	objec-
tives,	it	was	decided	to	pool	resources	and	coordinate	
efforts	for	mutual	benefit.	Therefore,	the	D-PHASE	
operations	period	(DOP)	was	defined	to	last	from	
June	to	November	2007,	including	the	COPS	field	
Table 1. Atmospheric models participating in D-PHASE (real time only; limited-area ensemble prediction 
systems, and high-resolution deterministic models) with model specifications (computational domain). 
Model name on 
data archive Model*
Ensemble size  
(1 = deterministic)
Mesh size  
[km (degrees)]
Forecast 
range (h)
Institution and 
contact person(s)
CLEPS COSMO-LEPS 16 10 (0.09) 132
ARPA Emilia-Romagna,  
Andrea Montani
MOGREPS MOGREPS 24 25 (0.22) 54
Met Office,  
Kelvyn Robertson
INMSREPS SREPS 20 (0.25) 72 AEMET, Daniel Santos
CSREPS COSMO-SREPS 16 10 (0.09) 72
ARPA Emilia-Romagna,  
Chiara Marsigli
LAMEPSAT ALADIN-LAEF 17 (0.15) 60 ZAMG, Sabine Leroch
PEPS PEPS variable (0.0625) 42
EUMETNET SRNWP,  
Michael Denhard
MPEPS Micro-PEPS variable (0.02) 18 DWD, Michael Denhard
COSMOCH7 COSMO-7 1 7 (0.0625) 72 MeteoSwiss,  
Felix AmentCOSMOCH2 COSMO-2 1 2.2 (0.02) 24
LMEURO COSMO-ME 1 7 (0.0625) 72 CNMCA,  
Lucio TorrisiLMITA COSMO-IT 1 2.8 (0.025) 30
LAM17 COSMO-I7 1 7 (0.0625) 72 ARPA Emilia-Romagna,  
Davide CesariLAMI28 COSMO-I2 1 2.8 (0.025) 48
LME COSMO-EU 1 7 (0.0625) 78 DWD,  
Michael DenhardLMK COSMO-DE 1 2.8 (0.025) 21
ISACMOL MOLOCH 1 (BC from GFS) 2.2 (0.02) 39 ISAC-CNR, Silvio Davolio
ISACMOL2 MOLOCH 1 (BC from IFS) 2.2 (0.02) 48 ISAC-CNR, Silvio Davolio
ARPALMOL MOLOCH 1 2.2 (0.02) 36
ARPA Liguria,  
Matteo Corazza
QBOLAM33 QBOLAM 1 33 (0.3) 60 APAT,  
Stefano MarianiQBOLAM11 QBOLAM 1 11 (0.1) 48
ALADFR ALADIN 1 (0.1) 30 Météo-France,  
Eric Bazile (ALADFR), 
Yann Seity (AROME)AROME AROME 1 (0.04) 30
MM5_2_CT MM5 1 (0.02) 24 University of Hohenheim, 
Hans-Stefan Bauer, 
Matthias GrzeschikMM5_2_4D MM5 1 (0.02) 24
MM5_60 MM5 1 (0.56) 72 FZK IMK-IFU,  
Johannes Werhahn,  
Andreas Marx
MM5_15 MM5 1 (0.14) 72
MM5_375 MM5 1 (0.04) 60
ALADAT ALADIN 1 9.6 (0.07 × 0.11) 48 ZAMG, Yong Wang
CMCGEML GEM-LAM 1 15 (0.135, 0.188) 24 Environment Canada,  
Ron McTaggart-Cowan CMCGEMH GEM-LAM 1 2.5 (0.0225, 0.0327) 18
*For the high-resolution deterministic models, the coarser-resolution driving model(s) are also listed (if their output is provided).
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phase	[June–August	(JJA)]	as	well	as	the	MAP	special	
observing	period	[September–November	(SON)].	
An	essential	accomplishment	was	the	provision	of	a	
large	set	of	model	variables	in	a	harmonized	format	
[gridded	binary	edition	1	(GRIB1)]	using	the	so-called	
TIGGE	+	table	(for	more	information	on	TIGGE	and	
the	WWRP	THORPEX	program	that	defined	this	
table,	see	www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/wwrp/
new/thorpex_new.html).	This	enabled	the	produc-
tion	of	plots	of	a	large	set	of	forecasts	with	exactly	the	
same	domains	and	colors	for	the	same	atmospheric	
variables.	The	D-PHASE	domain	entirely	includes	
the	COPS	domain	(Fig.	2).	The	COPS	mission	plan-
ning	team	successfully	used	
the	D-PHASE	information	
on	the	VP	(mainly	atmo-
spheric	forecasts)	for	their	
operations	between	June	
and	August	2007.	All	of	
the	data,	the	observations	
due	to	COPS,	and	numeri-
cal	model	results	produced	
by	D-PHASE	are	 stored	
at	a	 joint	data	archive	at	
the	World	Data	Center	for	
Climate	(WDCC),	run	by	
the	Max	Planck	Institute	
for	Meteorology	Hamburg	
(Wunram	2006).
THE VISUALIZATION 
PLATFORM. For	the	du- 
ration	of	the	DOP,	all	graph-
ical	D-PHASE	information	
(forecasts,	warnings,	now-
casting	products)	was	dis-
played	on	the	Web-based	VP.	On	three	levels	[Alpine	
wide,	region	(country),	catchment]	users	could	choose	
between	the	following	different	options:
•	 eye catching warning maps in	“traffic-light	colors”:	
as	an	example	a	screenshot	of	level	1	is	given	in	
Fig.	3	for	the	extraordinary	event	on	8/9	August	
2007;
•	 more detailed information on	duration,	peak	
amounts,	and	more,	featuring	a	comparison	of	all	
models;
•	 harmonized model products	such	as	plots,	cross	sec-
tions	or	meteograms	based	on	the	TIGGE+	dataset;
Table 2. Hydrological models participating in D-PHASE (real-time only). A hydrological model running in 
ensemble mode is denoted as e-hm; a hydrological model running deterministically is denoted as d-hm.
Model name on data 
archive
Applications  
(No. of catchments) Driving model
Institution and  
contact person(s)
PREVAH (e-hm, d-hm) 6 in Switzerland  
2 in Italy
CLEPS, COSMOCH2,  
COSMOCH7, MM5_15
ETHZ/WSL, Simon Jaun,  
Massimiliano Zappa
HBV (e-hm, d-hm) 12 in Switzerland CLEPS, PEPS, COSMOCH2, 
COSMOCH7, (IFS)
BAFU,  
Stephan Vogt
LAMBRO (e-hm, d-hm) 2 in Italy CLEPS, LAMI28, ISACMOL ARPA Lombardia, Matteo Cislaghi
DIMOSOP (e-hm, d-hm) 10 in Italy CLEPS, ISACMOL, ISACMOL2 University of Brescia, Roberto Ranzi
FEST (e-hm) 2 in Switzerland  
1 in Italy
CLEPS POLIMI,  
Giovanni Ravazzani
LARSIMBY (d-hm) 10 in Germany LME, GFS, GME WWA Kempten, Uwe Ehret
LARSIMBW (d-hm) 2 in Germany LMK, LME LUBW, Werner Schulz
Fig. 2. Map of the Alps (color shading) with the outlines of the model domains 
of some of the high-resolution atmospheric D-PHASE models of Table 1. The 
red rhombus depicts the D-PHASE domain, while the blue square shows the 
COPS domain.
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•	 nowcasting products such	as	radar	loops,	extrapo-
lated	trajectories,	and	composites;	and
•	 validation products [Vienna	Enhanced	Resolution	
Analysis	(VERA)	analyses	in	particular,	discussed	
later]	and	difference	plots	between	a	specific	model	
and	these	analyses.
The	probably	most	attractive	single	aspect	of	the	
VP	was	that	all	of	the	warnings	were	based	on	the	same	
thresholds	and	procedures.	All	of	the	models	agreed	
on	a	joint	output	format	and	used	the	same	program	
to	determine	threshold	exceedance	(the	routine	was	
different	for	each	category	of	models—deterministic	
or	ensemble,	atmospheric	or	hydrological	forecasts).	
Thus,	if	a	particular	region	or	catchment	was	red	
(severest	threshold)	as	forecasted	by	one	particular	
model	and	only	orange	(second	highest	threshold)	by	
another	model,	there	was	a	difference	in	the	model	
results	and	not	in	the	analysis	(how	to	define	the	area	
borders	and	the	threshold,	how	to	sum	up,	and	so	on).	
The	philosophy	of	D-PHASE	with	respect	to	warnings	
was	directed	toward	the	highest	probability	of	detec-
tion	(POD):	if	only	one	model	exceeded	a	threshold	for	
a	particular	catchment,	this	catchment	assumed	the	
corresponding	color	on	the	summary	plot.
Bearing	in	mind	that	D-PHASE	was	an	experi-
mental	system	(experimental	to	demonstrate	opera-
tional	fitness),	the	warning	levels	(thresholds;	WLs)	
were	set	rather	low:
•	 WL3	(red):	return	period	of	10	yr,
•	 WL2	(orange):	return	period	of	180	days,	and
•	 WL1	(yellow):	return	period	of	60	days.
No	alert	 (green)	was	given	when	none	of	 the	
models	(neither	precipitation	nor	runoff)	exceeded	
any	of	the	WLs.	Warnings	from	both	atmospheric	
and	hydrological	EPSs	were	 issued	 if	33%	of	 the	
ensemble	members	exceeded	 the	corresponding	
WL.	Return	levels	were	determined	for	each	region	
and	catchment	separately	on	the	basis	of	statistics	of	
annual	maxima	of	daily	precipitation	derived	from	
the	Frei	and	Schär	(1998)	precipitation	climatology	
and	scaling	assumptions	with	respect	to	duration	
and	area.
These	rather	low	warning	levels	were	employed	
to	get	at	 least	some	“events”	during	the	6-month	
DOP.	Another	boundary	condition	 for	defining	
warning	 levels	was	 that	D-PHASE	catchments	
belong	 to	different	 countries	with	 their	differ-
ent	operational	alert	 levels	and	systems.	A	 joint	
(comparable)	definition	for	D-PHASE	would	have	
required	choosing	one	of	 the	alert	definitions,	
leaving	one	privileged	country	versus	all	the	other	
countries.	Definition	using	return	periods	allowed	
the	use	of	a	 joint	approach	with	consideration	of	
regional	variability.	Note	 that	 this	definition	of	
warning	 levels	 is	 linked	with	different	absolute	
numbers	in	different	catchments,	which	is	at	odds	
with	the	current	practice	in	many	operational	ser-
vices.	In	fact,	the	definition	of	warning	thresholds	
based	on	return	levels	was	an	issue	of	major	con-
cern	among	the	atmospheric	forecasters	and	also	
the	“end	users.”	This	probably	best	illustrates	the	
inherent	difficulty	of	an	(international)	FDP:	on	
the	one	hand	it	must	necessarily	be	experimental	(if	
the	demonstration	is	positive,	then	the	results	may	
become	operational),	but	
it	deals	with	a	very	serious	
issue	(severe	weather),	 in	
which	 the	 stakeholders	
need	clear	procedures	and	
boundary	 conditions	 to	
find	optimal	solutions	 in	
case	of	an	emergency.
Beyond	 the	 colored	
warning	maps,	 the	plat-
form	 a lso	 featured	 the	
corresponding	 detai led	
information.	For	each	tar-
get	region	and	catchment,	
the	duration	and	 level	of	
warning	were	graphically	
displayed	for	each	model	
in	parallel	 (atmospheric	
forecasts	for	target	regions	
and	 catchments,	 hydro-
Fig. 3. Screenshot of the D-PHASE VP for 8 Aug 2007, level 1 (alpine-wide 
view). Blue areas denote the Ligurian (west) and Adriatic (east) Seas, respec-
tively. Green, yellow, orange, and red areas correspond to the defined warning 
levels (refer to text). Adopted from Zappa et al. (2008).
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logical	forecasts	for	runoff	stations).	
Even	more	detail	was	available	by	
clicking	on	the	desired	property.	
Again,	 the	D-PHASE	philosophy	
with	respect	 to	graphical	display	
was	to	use	identical graphics for	all	
the	different	models,	produced	by	
the	same	scripts	applied	to	all	the	
models.	Figure	4	highlights	this	as	an	
example	for	the	28/29	August	2007	
event.	The	same	scales	and	colors	
and	 same	 spatial	 representation	
allow	for	concentrating	on	the	essen-
tial	differences	in	the	precipitation	
fields.	Apart	from	2D	plots,	various	
cross	sections	or	meteograms	can	
be	selected.	EPSs	can	display	prob-
ability	of	exceedance	 for	a	given	
(selectable)	threshold	or	ensemble	
averages.
From	the	VP,	users	can	directly	
reach	the	various	nowcasting	ap-
plications	through	an	Internet	link.	
Table	3	lists	all	of	the	available	information.
EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS. In	 this	
section	a	selection	of	applications	and	products,	
which	were	designed	or	tested	during	the	DOP,	is	
presented.	Four	selected	examples	are	discussed	here	
in	some	detail.	 In	the	online	supplement	(http://
dx.doi.org/10.1175/2009BAMS2776.2),	 three	ad-
ditional	applications	 (studies)	of	 the	D-PHASE	
datasets	and	concepts	are	presented.	The	first	study	
shows	that	 the	COSMO-LEPS	24-h	precipitation	
forecast	can	be	substantially	improved	by	calibration	
based	on	reforecasts	(Fundel	et	al.	2009).	The	sec-
ond	study	addresses	the	operational	assimilation	of	
GPS	data	within	the	fifth-generation	Pennsylvania	
State	University–National	Center	for	Atmospheric	
Research	Mesoscale	Model	(MM5)	four-dimensional	
variational	data	assimilation	(4DVAR)	system	(Zus	
et	al.	2008).	The	third	study	explores	the	potential	
of	a	high-resolution	poor	man’s	ensemble	(Micro-
PEPS).	Additional	applications	can	be	 found	 in	
Arpagaus	et	al.	(2009)	and	Zappa	et	al.	(2008)	for	
applications	from	D-PHASE	of	a	more	hydrologi-
cal	nature.
Verif ication of precipitation alerts using operational 
data. The	D-PHASE	dataset	offers	ample	possibili-
ties	to	objectively	verify	model	data	against	obser-
vations.	One	of	the	first	such	efforts	was	performed	
using	 the	Swiss	radar	composite	 for	 JJA	(Ament	
Fig. 4. Screenshot of the graphical display facility on the D-PHASE VP. 
Example of 12-h accumulated precipitation, valid 0000 UTC 29 Aug 2007, 
from (top left) COSMO-2, (top right) Application de la Rechereche à 
l’Operationnel pour la Méso-Echelle (Arome), (bottom left) MOLOCH, 
and (bottom right) COSMO-7. See Table 1 for model names.
and	Arpagaus	2008).	Results	have	already	been	
valuable	in	assessing	model	deficiencies	and	have	
even	led	to	the	detection	of	a	major	bug	in	one	of	
the	participating	models.	Here,	we	concentrate	on	
warnings—the	core	product	of	D-PHASE—issued	by	
all	models	in	the	same	format	during	the	DOP.	The	
present	evaluation	is	based	on	some	18	target	regions	
in	Switzerland	because	of	high-quality	data,	but	it	
will	be	performed	for	various	model	parameters	and	
the	entire	D-PHASE	domain	once	the	observational	
data	are	ready	and	available.	Reference	alerts	 for	
the	evaluation	are	based	on	a	combination	of	radar	
(Germann	et	al.	2006)	and	rain	gauge	observations	
of	daily	precipitation	sums	interpolated	onto	a	1-km	
grid	according	to	Frei	et	al.	 (2006)	and	Frei	and	
Schär	(1998).	Radar	data	are	spatially	and	temporally	
averaged	to	obtain	hourly	time	series	for	each	target	
region.	Then,	systematic	errors	in	radar	observations	
are	corrected	by	a	daily,	multiplicative	calibration	
to	enforce	an	exact	match	with	corresponding	daily	
sums	of	the	gauge	analysis.
Here,	we	focus	on	the	short-range	time	scale,	
which	is	well	covered	by	the	convection-permitting	
models.	Consequently,	short	accumulation	periods	
(3,	6,	and	12	h)	and	the	most	recent	forecasts	are	
considered	(the	first	three	forecast	hours	are	dis-
carded	to	account	for	production	time).	To	avoid	
double	penalty	effects,	both	model	and	observa-
tions	are	aggregated	on	6-h	intervals	by	analyzing	
whether	there	was	any	alert	within	each	interval.	
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This	temporally	coarsened	information	still	satisfies	
the	needs	of	most	users.
Model	performance	is	quantified	by	the	“relative	
value”	(Richardson	2000),	which	varies	between	0	
(no	skill)	and	1	(perfect	model)	and	indicates	what	
fraction	of	economic	savings	can	be	achieved	rela-
tive	to	the	maximum	possible	(costs	for	“no	forecast”	
minus	costs	for	“perfect	forecast”).	The	relative	value	
strongly	depends	on	the	ratio	of	costs	C	for	protective	
actions	to	losses	L	in	case	of	no	protection.	The	cost–
loss	ratio	C/L	reflects	the	user’s	sensitivity	against	the	
two	types	of	erroneous	forecasts:	missed	events	are	
critical	for	low	C/L	(e.g.,	alerting	local	rescue	organi-
zation)	and	false	alarms	for	high	C/L	(e.g.,	evacuating	
an	entire	town).
The	validation	of	all	deterministic	models	(Fig.	5a)	
with	hourly	resolution	and	covering	Switzerland	
indicates	that	today’s	models	have	a	positive	eco-
nomic	value	over	a	wide	range	of	C/L	ratios.	The	new	
high-resolution,	convection-permitting	models	are	
beneficial	in	this	respect.	Further	analysis	will	reveal	
whether	this	advantage	can	mainly	be	attributed	to	
better	representation	of	convection,	improved	oro-
graphic	forcing,	or	faster	reinitialization.
All	model	alerts	can	be	combined	to	yield	a	mul-
timodel	alert	system	(MMAS)	by	assuming	that	the	
forecasted	probability	of	an	event	equals	the	fraction	
of	models	issuing	an	alert.	The	decision	alert	“yes”	or	
“no”	can	be	optimized	to	the	user’s	C/L	by	defining	an	
appropriate	number	of	models	that	are	required	“yes”	
to	issue	an	alert	(Fig.	5b).	Because	of	this	optimiza-
tion,	a	MMAS	can	cover	a	wider	range	of	C/L	ratios	
than	a	deterministic	forecast;	for	the	present	case	it	
reaches	higher	relative	values,	especially	for	low	C/L. 
Similar	improvement	can	be	achieved	by	varying	the	
alert	threshold	used	by	a	single	deterministic	forecast	
(i.e.,	the	best	model	in	the	present	analysis);	for	this,	
predicted	precipitation	amounts	are	multiplied	by	a	
constant	“factor,”	which	is	equivalent	to	varying	the	
warning	level.	Note	that	the	factor	used	to	obtain	
Table 3. Nowcasting and online monitoring tools participating in D-PHASE. Coverage refers to the main 
region. Because of the extension of the underlying observing systems (e.g., radar), some neighboring re-
gions are also covered but possibly with a reduced data quality.
Name Purpose Coverage
Institution and  
contact person(s)
MeteoSwiss NASS
Quantitative precipitation 
estimate based on radar
Switzerland plus boarder area
MeteoSwiss,  
Urs Germann
Piemonte-MeteoSwiss com-
posite
Quantitative precipitation 
estimate based on radar
Piemonte and Switzerland
ARPA Piemonte/MeteoSwiss, 
Roberto Cremonini/  
Urs Germann
MeteoSwiss ENASS
Ensemble quantitative 
precipitation estimate 
based on radar
Switzerland plus boarder area
MeteoSwiss,  
Urs Germann
MeteoSwiss TRT
Thunderstorms Radar 
Tracking
Switzerland plus boarder area
MeteoSwiss,  
Alessandro Hering
DLR Cb-TRAM
Tracking and monitoring 
severe convection using 
multichannel Meteosat-8 
SEVIRI data
D-PHASE and COPS domain
DLR,  
Arnold Tafferner
ARPA-SIM radar products (northern) Italy
ARPA-Emilia Romagna, 
Andrea Montani
Météo-France radar products France
Météo-France,  
Philippe Frayssinet
VERA
Analysis of surface fields 
for online monitoring
D-PHASE and COPS domain
University of Vienna,  
Manfred Dorninger
NWP minus VERA
Online monitoring for 
some of the NWP models; 
surface fields
D-PHASE and COPS domain
University of Vienna,  
Theresa Gorgas
CLEPS versus satellite
Online monitoring of 
CLEPS versus satellite 
observations
D-PHASE and COPS domain
DLR,  
Christian Keil
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the	present	result	is	rather	substantial	and	does	not	
reflect	the	true	model	uncertainty.	These	results	in-
dicate	that	it	is	worthwhile	to	consider	multimodel	
forecasts.	However,	multimodels	are	not	the	only	
possible	approach;	other	methods	such	as	model	
recalibration	might	be	competitive,	at	least	in	terms	
of	computing	resources.	It	is	ongoing	work	to	extend	
the	present	analysis	to	the	whole	D-PHASE	domain	
and	period	and	to	include	the	participating	single-
model	ensemble	systems.
The COSMO short-range ensemble prediction system. 
The	COSMO-SREPS	(Marsigli	et	al.	2006)	has	taken	
advantage	of	the	DOP	as	an	extensive	test	bed,	over	
which	to	perform	a	robust	statistical	evaluation	of	its	
behavior	and	address	the	issue	of	the	role	of	applied	
perturbations	in	determining	its	spread	and	skill.	In	
COSMO-SREPS,	initial	and	boundary	conditions	are	
taken	from	the	short-range	EPS	of	the	Spanish	meteo-
rological	office	(AEMET),	denoted	as	INM-SREPS	in	
Table	1).	This	ensemble	combines	four	different	op-
erational	global	models	[Integrated	Forecast	System	
(IFS),	Global	Model	Europe	(GME),	Global	Forecast	
System	(GFS),	and	Unified	Model	(UM)]	with	four	
limited-area	models	to	yield	a	16-member	multimodel	
EPS	(Garcia-Moya	et	al.	2009).	For	COSMO-SREPS	
the	four	runs	of	 the	COSMO	limited-area	model	
(25-km	resolution),	nested	on	the	four	different	global	
models,	are	employed.	Then,	four	COSMO	runs	at	
10-km	resolution	are	nested	on	each	of	them,	differen-
tiated	by	adopting	four	different	configurations	of	the	
physics	parameterization,	resulting	in	a	16-member	
with	combined	perturbations	from	the	initial	condi-
tions	and	model	physics.
As	an	example	of	this	application,	some	results	
obtained	for	the	first	months	of	the	DOP	are	shown.	
COSMO-SREPS	was	run	daily	at	0000	UTC	during	
this	period	and	integrated	over	72	h.	Observations	
are	taken	from	a	high-resolution	dataset	encom-
passing	about	1,400	stations	in	northern	Italy	and	
Switzerland.
In	Fig.	6,	 the	relative	operating	characteristics	
(ROC)	area	values	for	24-h	accumulated	precipitation	
(6–30-h	forecast	range)	are	shown	as	a	function	of	the	
precipitation	threshold.	The	ROC	is	a	measure	of	the	
likelihood	that	probability	forecasts	for	an	event	are	
higher	for	occurrences	than	for	nonoccurrences	of	
the	event	(Casati	et	al.	2008).	If	the	ensemble	system	
predicts	all	events	(probability	of	detection	going	to	
one)	at	zero	false	alarm	rate	then	the	ROC	area	is	one.	
Random	guessing	yields	a	ROC	area	of	0.5.	The	light-
blue	lines	in	Fig.	6	represent	the	ROC	area	of	the	full	
16-member	ensemble,	which	gives	an	indication	of	
the	COSMO-SREPS	skill	in	forecasting	precipitation	
for	that	period	and	in	that	particular	area.	In	the	left	
panel,	the	additional	lines	show	the	ROC	area	values	
of	the	four-member	ensembles	made	up	by	the	four	
members	nested	on	one	particular	global	model.	These	
four	members	are	differentiated	only	with	respect	to	
the	physical	parameterizations.	They	represent	the	
skill	of	ensembles,	which	are	only	model	perturbed	
but	have	the	same	initial	and	boundary	conditions.	
Fig. 5. Relative value depending on C/L ratio for alert level yellow (return period of six events per year) for 18 
Swiss warning regions during summer 2007. (a) Deterministic models with parameterized deep convection (red) 
and high-resolution models resolving deep convection (green) with dots indicating the mean relative values, 
respectively. (b) Performance of an uncalibrated MMAS (blue lines) made up from all model alerts displayed in 
(a) with varying probability threshold to issue an alert (10%–90%) in contrast to statically calibrated forecasts 
(factors of 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.25, and 2.0; green lines) of the best model in (a). Thick (green and blue) lines indicate 
the result for percentage of models that issue an alert of 50% and a calibration factor 1.
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Apart	from	the	decrease	in	skill	evident	when	passing	
from	a	16-member	to	a	four-member	ensemble,	which	
is	expected,	the	interesting	point	is	that	the	different	
4-member	ensembles	have	different	skill,	that	driven	
by	UM	showing	higher	ROC	area	values,	whereas	that	
driven	by	GFS	being	least	skillful.
In	the	right	panel	of	Fig.	6,	 the	4-member	en-
sembles	made	up	from	identical	physics	perturbations	
are	shown.	These	represent	the	skill	of	ensembles	that	
are	perturbed	in	the	initial	and	boundary	conditions	
only	but	have	the	same	model	setup.	Comparing	the	
two	panels	of	Fig.	6	indicates	that	perturbation	of	
initial	conditions	generally	yields	somewhat	more	
skillful	performance	than	physical	perturbation.	
This	 indicates	that	the	higher	degree	of	diversity	
among	members	with	different	initial	and	bound-
ary	conditions	yields	better	skill	as	compared	to	the	
smaller-scale	variability	introduced	by	the	physics	
perturbations.
As	for	the	role	of	the	different	parameterizations,	
the	four-member	ensemble	in	which	model	perturba-
tion	“p2”	is	applied	to	each	member	(red	line	in	the	
right	panel	of	Fig.	6)	turns	out	to	be	more	skillful	
than	other	four-member	ensembles.	For	the	present	
purpose	of	demonstration,	it	does	not	matter	to	which	
parameter	p2	refers,	although	the	performance	of	
different	parameters	will	be	analyzed	in	more	detail	
in	the	future.	As	a	general	conclusion,	this	result	in-
dicates	that	optimal	tuning	of	a	multimodel	ensemble	
bears	some	potential	for	improving	the	skill.
Operational nowcasting of thunderstorms in the Alps 
using TRT. Local	flash	floods	can	cause	severe	dam-
age	in	complex	terrain	and	require	the	tracking	of	
individual,	even	relatively	small	 thunderstorms.	
Orography	may	also	 lead	 to	 the	organization	of	
convective	cells	at	the	meso-beta	scale	(20–200	km)	
in	 the	pre-Alpine	and	plateau	region.	A	 typical	
problem	of	nowcasting	 is	 thus	 the	 identification	
and	tracking	of	storm	cells	as	in	the	Thunderstorm	
Identification,	Tracking,	and	Nowcasting	(TITAN;	
Dixon	and	Wiener	1993)	or	the	Storm	Classification	
Identification	and	Tracking	(SCIT;	Johnson	et	al.	
1998)	algorithms.
The	DOP	was	an	excellent	opportunity	to	dem-
onstrate	the	performance	of	the	operational,	object-
oriented	nowcasting	system	Thunderstorms	Radar	
Tracking	(TRT).	TRT	is	a	multiple-radar,	multiple-
sensor	system	that	uses	heuristic-	and	centroid-based	
methods	for	the	automatic	detection,	tracking,	char-
acterization,	and	extrapolation	of	intense	convective	
cells.	It	fully	exploits	volumetric	reflectivity	data	of	
multiple-radar	composites	to	describe	the	3D	storm	
structure	and	properties	(Hering	et	al.	2006)	and	is	
tuned	to	identify	individual	cells	rather	than	storm	
systems.	Hence,	the	evolution	of	cell-based	attributes,	
like	vertically	integrated	liquid	(VIL)	15/45-dBZ	echo	
tops,	the	altitude	of	maximum	storm	ref lectivity,	
and	cloud-to-ground	lightning	flashes,	are	available	
to	forecasters	in	real	time	as	well	as	the	respective	
gridded	fields.
TRT	is	based	on	a	dynamic	threshold	scheme	ap-
plied	to	the	reflectivity	data	of	multiple-radar	com-
posites	with	a	time	resolution	of	5	min	and	a	spatial	
resolution	of	2	km	(Hering	et	al.	2004).	It	is	able	to	
identify	each	storm	object	at	individual	thresholds,	
depending	on	the	stage	of	the	storm’s	life	cycle.	With	
the	current	thresholds,	thunderstorm	cells	as	small	
as	16	km2	(four	pixels)	can	be	identified.	A	detected	
storm	cell	is	tracked	in	successive	images	using	the	
Fig. 6. ROC area as a function of threshold for 24-h accumulated precipitation in the Alpine region (high-resolution 
precipitation dataset in northern Italy and Switzerland as a reference). (left) Full 16-member COSMO-SREPS 
(light-blue) vs 4-member ensembles with identical “mother run” (blue: ECMWF, red: GME, green: GFS, black: 
UM). (right) Same as (left) but for identical physical perturbation (blue: p1, red: p2, green: p3, black: p4).
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method	of	 the	geographical	overlapping	of	cells.	
Complex	cases	with	several	cells,	splits,	and	mergers	
are	also	taken	into	account.
The	latest	improvement	in	TRT	is	the	cell	severity	
ranking	(CSR),	developed	for	D-PHASE	and	tested	
during	the	DOP.	Its	goal	is	to	find	and	highlight	the	
most	dangerous	and	strongest	cells	by	combining	the	
most	significant	cell	severity	attributes	into	one	single	
parameter.	For	this	purpose	cells	are	classified	into	
four	distinct	categories	of	severity	and	represented	by	
a	color-coded	ellipse	(Fig.	7).	The	severity	categories	
are	computed	by	integrating	the	three	cell-based	
attributes	VIL,	the	mean	of	45-dBZ	echo-top	altitude,	
and	the	maximum	cell	reflectivity,	with	a	different	
weighting	(Hering	et	al.	2008).
TRT	also	includes	a	1-h	position	forecast.	The	
thunderstorm’s	estimated	future	position	is	computed	
using	the	individual	cell’s	weighted	displacement	
velocity.	The	expected	position	is	displayed	with	an	
ellipse	filled	with	parallel	lines	(Fig.	7),	and	it	takes	
into	account	the	spread	(standard	deviation)	of	the	
velocity	vectors	from	the	last	three	5-min	time	steps.	
The	size	of	the	ellipse	is	proportional	to	the	uncer-
tainty	of	the	position	forecast	(i.e.,	 the	 larger	the	
ellipse,	the	greater	the	uncertainty).
CSR	was	successfully	used	by	forecasters	during	
the	DOP,	and	it	allowed	forecasters	to	focus	on	the	
most	severe	cells	maintaining	situational	awareness	
and	to	speed	up	the	decision	process	of	thunderstorm	
warnings.	Likewise,	CSR	has	been	a	very	popular	and	
easy-to-use	nowcasting	product	for	the	end	users.	A	
systematic	evaluation	of	the	extrapolation	routine	will	
be	performed	using	the	D-PHASE	data.
VERA. VERA	is	a	high-resolution,	real-time	analysis	
tool	for	applications	over	complex	topography.	Its	
purpose	is	to	provide	the	best	possible	automated	
atmospheric	analysis	to	assess	the	model	forecasts	
for	the	ongoing	situation	and	thus	to	decide	the	most	
trustworthy	model.	VERA	uses	physical	a	priori	
knowledge	(so-called	fingerprints)	of	typical	meteo-
rological	patterns	occurring	over	complex	terrain.	For	
example,	the	patterns	of	mesoscale	cold	highs	or	heat	
lows	over	complex	terrain	in	undisturbed	weather	
situations	are	strongly	connected	to	topography.	The	
fingerprint	approach	uses	this	information	to	refine	
the	analysis.	Details	of	the	technical	implementation	
for	VERA	can	be	found	in	Steinacker	et	al.	(2000,	
2006)	or	Bica	et	al.	(2007).
A	comprehensive	data	quality	control	(QC)	scheme	
is	used	upstream	of	the	analysis	to	exclude	errone-
ous	data.	This	module	detects	and	filters	unrealistic	
single	measurements,	gross	errors,	and	systematic	
errors,	thus	eliminating	in	the	spinup	of	the	analysis	
erroneous	patterns	due	to	data	errors	(Häberli	et	al.	
2004).	If	the	domain	under	consideration	is	 large	
enough,	then	VERA	estimation	of	mean	area	pre-
cipitation	yields	satisfying	results	(Dorninger	et	al.	
2008).
VERA	was	 set	up	 for	 the	D-PHASE	domain	
(Fig.	 2)	 and	 for	 the	parameters	mean	 sea	 level	
pressure,	(equivalent)	potential	temperature,	10-m	
wind,	precipitation,	and	moisture	f lux	divergence.	
Data	from	the	World	Meteorological	Organization’s	
(WMO’s)	Global	Telecommunications	Systems	
(GTS)	were	used	to	produce	model-independent	
analyses	on	an	hourly	basis	in	real	time	during	the	
DOP.	Twenty-two	minutes	after	observations,	the	
graphics	were	available	on	the	VP.	The	location	and	
strength	of	the	meteorological	phenomenon	under	
consideration	were	compared	to	model	 forecasts	
on	the	VERA	grid	in	real	time	for	selected	models.	
VERA-to-model	differences	guided	the	forecaster	
concerning	optimal	model	choice	(different	models	
or	initialization	times).
Figure	8	shows	an	example	of	a	frontal	movement	
from	18-	and	6-h	forecasts,	respectively,	issued	by	
COSMO-2.	Both	are	compared	to	the	same	VERA	
analysis.	The	forecasted	frontal	system	(in	terms	of	
Fig. 7. Operational visualization of the TRT cell ranking 
product over the Alpine region (0650 UTC 21 Jun 
2007). The solid-shaded ellipses indicate the current 
position and size of the thunderstorm cells. Hatched 
ellipses show a 60-min forecast of each cell’s position, 
and the size is proportional to the uncertainty of the 
forecast. The cell objects are classified into the four 
categories: very weak (not visualized), weak (green), 
moderate (yellow), and severe (red). Elliptical arcs 
show the cell’s expected position in 15-min steps.
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the	location	of	the	gradient	of	the	equivalent	potential	
temperature)	lacks	behind	the	analysis	for	the	older	
forecast.	In	the	more	recent	forecast,	the	positions	of	
forecasted	and	analyzed	front	locations	fit	quite	well.	
Therefore,	the	forecaster	would	rely	on	the	newer	
forecast	in	this	case.
Online	VERA	was	 intended	as	additional	 in-
formation	 to	 the	users.	Still,	 a	 reanalysis	of	 the	
DOP	is	planned	using	additional	data	from	various	
sources	in	the	D-PHASE	domain	and	high-density	
datasets	in	the	COPS	domain,	not	available	in	real	
time.	This	reanalysis	will	again	be	compared	to	all	
the	model	runs	and	will	result	in	a	comprehensive	
model	intercomparison	with	an	independent	refer-
ence.	Clearly,	these	analyses	will	also	be	valuable	
for	process	studies.
USER FEEDBACK. Social scientif ic approach. A	
central	part	of	evaluation	activities	for	D-PHASE	was	
a	social	scientific	evaluation	focusing	on	the	users	of	
the	VP.	Because	one	of	the	goals	of	D-PHASE	was	
to	investigate	and	improve	situation	analysis	and	
decision-making	processes	by	users,	it	was	necessary	
to	survey	users	in	addition	to	objectively	evaluating	
model	quality.	The	approach	was	 to	measuring	
changes	instead	of	simply	assessing	post	hoc	judg-
ments	about	the	usefulness	or	success,	as	is	usually	
done.	Another	aim	of	the	DOP	was	to	create	improved	
understanding	among	users	of	prognostic	informa-
tion	and	new	approaches	such	as	ensemble	modeling.	
Thus,	the	goals	of	the	social	scientific	evaluation	were	
to	establish	whether	the	approaches	were	understood	
by	users,	how	the	quality	of	the	situation	analysis	
improved,	and	how	the	mutual	perception	of	two	
user	groups—end	users	(civil	protection,	among	
others)	and	atmospheric	forecasters—had	changed	
during	the	DOP.
A	combination	of	methods	was	chosen:
•	 a	quantitative	quasi-experimental	approach	to	
assess	changes	during	the	DOP.	[For	this,	26	users	
completed	two	questionnaires,	one	in	the	begin-
ning	and	one	after	the	DOP.],
•	 a	1-day	workshop	with	16	users	to	discuss	the	
outcomes	of	 the	DOP	and	possible	measures	
for	improving	the	VP	[Information	on	the	main	
problems	encountered	and	on	usage	of	D-PHASE	
information	was	collected.],	and
•	 interviews	with	selected	users	to	investigate	how	
D-PHASE	tools	were	 incorporated	 into	daily	
practice.
The	main	instrument	of	the	evaluation,	the	semi-
standardized	questionnaire,	contained	questions	
about
•	 the	VP	per	se;	that	is,	its	performance,	accessibility,	
and	general	value	for	the	users;
•	 content	on	the	VP;	that	is,	clarity	of	information,	
comprehensibility,	complexity,	and	adequacy	of	
information	and	perceived	quality	of	model	fore-
casts;
•	 effect	of	the	platform	on	the	users;	that	is,	rise	in	
comprehension	of	models,	duties,	and	problems	
Fig. 8. Real-time COSMO-2-minus-VERA comparison of equivalent potential temperature; valid at 0600 UTC 
18 Sep 2007. Shown is the northern part of Switzerland and surrounding countries. (left) 18-h forecast with 
COSMO-2; (right) 6-h forecast with COSMO-2. The color code depicts the difference (COSMO-2 forecast mi-
nus VERA analysis). Red means predicted values higher than analyzed and blue means predicted values lower 
than analyzed. Solid lines mean VERA analysis and dashed lines mean COSMO-2 predictions. Bold solid lines 
depict country borders. GTS data are the data source for analyzed fields.
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of	other	user	groups;	rise	in	self-perceived	compe-
tence	(certainty	with	own	decisions);	and	general	
judgments	on	the	usefulness	of	information	with	
regard	to	situation	analysis	and	decision	support.
Preliminary	results	indicate	that	D-PHASE	was	reg-
ularly	used	and	that	the	information	was	incorporated	
into	decision	procedures.	D-PHASE	was	mainly	used	
before	events,	for	example,	in	cases	of	first	evidence	for	
possible	events.	It	was	used	less	often	during	events	for	
estimating	the	severity	or	the	event’s	evolution.	End	
users	rated	the	D-PHASE	platform	as	valuable,	trust-
worthy,	and	easy	to	navigate.	Room	for	improvement	
was	noted	concerning	the	technical	performance	of	the	
platform	(speed	and	availability	of	services).
Among	the	elements	on	the	platform,	regional	
and	local	maps	were	most	often	used.	No	particular	
information	was	missed	on	the	VP.	On	the	contrary,	
the	amount	of	information	was	considered	“rather	too	
large.”	Most	users	indicated	that	they	had	been	able	to	
interpret	the	information	but	not	all	models	were	(sub-
jectively)	rated	equally	trustworthy.	Users	found	the	
information	beneficial	to	support	situation	analysis	
and	decision	making	but	could	not	decide	if	decisions	
had	actually	improved	in	specific	cases.	The	availabil-
ity	of	ensemble	models	and	probabilistic	information,	
which	was	largely	unknown	to	most	of	end	users	prior	
to	the	DOP,	was	perceived	as	added	value.
Feedback from atmospheric forecasters. A	subjective	
verification	was	performed	daily	during	the	DOP	by	
the	on-duty	forecasters	of	MeteoSwiss.	This	evalu-
ation	was	targeted	to	assess	the	true	benefits	of	the	
warning	process	for	the	forecaster	and	thus	directly	
responds	to	the	requirements	of	a	FDP.
Several	questions	were	addressed	with	an	online	
multiple	choice	questionnaire.	Questions	ranged	
from	“countable	facts”	(concerning	models	employed,	
f low	situation,	and	so	on)	to	subjective	judgments	
(e.g.,	determining	which	VP	component	helped	the	
most	in	the	situation	analysis?).	Some	preliminary	
results	that	can	be	deduced	from	a	quick	survey	of	
the	returned	forms,	are	expressed	in	the	following	
forecaster	statements:
•	 Limited-area	ensemble	prediction	systems	have	a	
significant	positive	effect	(as	compared	to	having	
only	deterministic	models	 available)	 for	 the	
estimation	of	the	precipitation	amount	and	for	
building	confidence	into	the	forecast.
•	 For	 precipitation	 events	 in	 the	Alps,	 high-
resolution	models	provide	added	value	in	about	
half	of	the	cases.	(In	most	other	cases	they	have	
no	added	value,	and	sometimes	 these	models	
even	provide	a	poorer	guidance	than	the	coarser	
models.)	The	benefit	of	the	higher	resolution	is	
more	pronounced	for	ensemble	systems	than	for	
deterministic	models.	Convection-resolving	de-
terministic	models	sometimes	failed	to	produce	
any	precipitation	at	all,	particularly	in	convective	
situations.	[Note	that	this	statement	to	some	extent	
contrasts	to	the	objective	verification	results	(e.g.,	
Fig.	5).	Clearly,	the	reasons	for	the	differences	in	
subjective	and	objective	judgment	from	different	
user	groups	will	be	the	subject	of	deeper	analysis	
of	the	results	from	this	project.]
•	 Concerning	alerts	and	their	presentation	on	the	
VP,	the	large	variety	of	models	was	appreciated	
by	many	forecasters.	As	for	 traditional	model	
products	(plots,	meteograms,	among	others),	how-
ever,	there	is	little	advantage	in	having	(too)	many	
models	of	the	same	type	at	disposition	to	increase	
forecast	confidence.	The	number	of	available	
models	during	D-PHASE	was	too	large	to	cope	
with	and	forecasters	had	to	restrict	their	attention	
to	well-known	models.	This	holds	true	for	normal	
as	well	as	for	high-impact	weather	situations.
•	 A	suitable	visualization	system	is	essential	 for	
the	forecasters	to	effectively	use	the	vast	amount	
of	data	and	to	extract	the	essential	facts	without	
losing	relevant	information.	The	VP,	designed	with	
the	contribution	of	the	forecasters,	was	a	success	
for	the	duty.	The	automatic	alerts	allowed	for	a	
rapid	overview	of	the	relevant	information	and	
easy	access	to	the	data	required	in	the	warning	
process.	However,	the	added	value	of	the	VP	de-
pends	on	the	spread	(both	temporal	and	spatial)	
among	the	visualized	models.
•	 There	was	no	special	preference	among	the	newly	
available	systems	(i.e.,	models	or	tools	introduced	
at	the	occasion	of	D-PHASE)	in	best	supporting	
the	forecasters	in	their	decision-making	process.
•	 Atmospheric	forecasters	appreciated	the	avail-
ability	of	hydrological	 information	 to	better	
address	end	user	needs	and	improve	their	own	
understanding	of	the	hydrological	processes.
•	 Last,	but	not	 least:	 the	acceptance	of	 the	new	
generation	of	NWP	model	systems	as	well	as	the	
whole	D-PHASE	forecasting	system	and	VP	dif-
fered	strongly	among	the	individual	forecasters.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.  The	
WWRP	Forecast	Demonstration	Project	D-PHASE	
successfully	demonstrated	 recent	 advances	 in	
forecasting	heavy	precipitation	events	and	related	
floods	in	the	Alpine	region.	Many	of	these	advances	
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have	been	initiated	during	the	Mesoscale	Alpine	
Programme	(MAP).	In	this	contribution	we	have	
presented	the	overall	background	of	the	project,	its	
elements,	and	a	number	of	applications	that	were	
triggered	by	D-PHASE.
At	a	bare	minimum,	D-PHASE	has	produced	an	
unprecedented	dataset	that	brings	together	results	
from	more	than	30	atmospheric	modeling	systems	
with	a	common	domain,	a	common	output	format,	
joint	warning	procedures,	and	plots	using	the	same	
coding	(that	can	be	compared	without	adaptation).	At	
the	same	time,	hydrological	runoff	simulations	were	
performed	in	more	than	40	catchments	all	over	the	
Alps,	and	nowcasting	information	was	provided	to	
the	numerous	end	users.	The	collaboration	with	the	
WWRP	RDP	COPS	furthermore	brought	a	unique	
opportunity	to	have	high-quality	observational	data	
in	a	subdomain	and	subperiod	of	the	DOP.
The	available	dataset	will	allow	for
•	 systematically	demonstrating	 the	additional	
value	of	convection-permitting	high-resolution	
atmospheric	modeling	(encouraging	preliminary	
results,	such	as	in	Fig.	5);
•	 investigating	the	properties	and	performance	
of	EPSs,	both	for	atmospheric	and	hydrological	
models.	Examples	can	be	found	in	the	“Examples	of	
applications”	section	and	in	the	online	supplement	
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/2009BAMS2776.2;	
hydrological	examples	are	reported	in	Zappa	et	al.	
(2008)	and	Germann	et	al.	(2009)];
•	 studying	predictability	of	convection	processes	
and	convective	initiation	using	the	present	model	
results	in	connection	with	the	observational	re-
sults	of	COPS;
•	 identify	 benchmark	models	 of	 a l l	 types	 by	
comparing	them	with	a	range	of	other	models	of	
the	same	category,	or	even	other	model	types;
•	 systematically	evaluating	nowcasting	tools	such	
as	the	position	forecast	of	convective	systems	in	
the	TRT	(see	“Operational	nowcasting	of	thun-
derstorms	in	the	Alps	using	TRT”	section)	using	
the	available	data	and	possibly	extending	their	
functionality	by	 introducing	model	products;	
and
•	 judging	the	end	user	feedback	on	its	own	grounds	
(and	accept	the	consequences)	and	comparing	it	to	
the	“objective”	verification	results,	thus	learning	
even	more	concerning	the	improvement	of	the	
overall	forecasting/warning	system.
Just	as	MAP	proved	the	feasibility	of	atmospheric/
hydrological	 coupling	 (e.g.,	Ranzi	 et	 al.	 2007),	
D-PHASE	successfully	demonstrated	its	operational	
use	and	extension	to	ensemble	techniques.	Judging	
from	the	forecaster’s	preliminary	conclusion	(see	the	
“User	feedback”	section),	this	is	not	only	an	advance	
in	technical	terms	but	it	also	helps	the	respective	
communities	to	take	into	account	the	other’s	sphere	
(hydrosphere	versus	atmosphere)	 to	 improve	the	
decisions	and	forecasts	in	one’s	own	models.	When	
“expanding”	into	other	areas	such	as	air	quality	or	
health	factor	forecasting,	the	atmospheric	community	
should	keep	such	an	experience	well	in	mind.
The	single	most	important	factor	of	success	for	
D-PHASE	was	probably	the	interoperability	of	all	
of	the	models.	Common	formats,	common	warning	
levels,	and	common	routines	to	actually	determine	
the	warnings	from	the	model	outputs	rendered	the	
results	comparable	and	therefore	highly	valuable.
The	present	FDP	has	provided	a	precious	dataset	
that	has	to	be	further	exploited.	In	conjunction	with	
the	reference	observational	dataset	due	to	COPS	in	
parts	of	the	domain	and	during	parts	of	the	DOP,	
these	data	are	now	available	as	a	test	bed	for	atmo-
spheric	convection,	in	combination	with	orographic	
precipitation	and	coupled	to	hydrological	modeling.	
At	the	time	of	writing,	such	plans	are	being	considered	
within	working	groups	of	WWRP	and	the	Hydrologic	
Ensemble	Prediction	Experiment	(HEPEX).
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